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Abstract: Colorectal cancer (CRC) is characterized by genetic heterogeneity and is often diagnosed at
an advanced stage. Therefore, there is a need to identify novel predictive markers. Yin Yang 1 (YY1)
is a transcription factor playing a dual role in cancer. The present study aimed to investigate whether
YY1 expression levels influence CRC cell response to therapy and to identify the transcriptional
targets involved. The diagnostic and prognostic values of YY1 and the identified factor(s) in CRC
patients were also explored. Silencing of YY1 increased the resistance to 5-Fluorouracil-induced
cytotoxicity in two out of four CRC cells with different genotypes. BCL2L15/Bfk pro-apoptotic
factor was found selectively expressed in the responder CRC cells and downregulated upon YY1
knockdown. CRC dataset analyses corroborated a tumor-suppressive role for both YY1 and BCL2L15
whose expressions were inversely correlated with aggressiveness. CRC single-cell sequencing dataset
analyses demonstrated higher co-expression levels of both YY1 and BCL2L15 within defined tumor
cell clusters. Finally, elevated levels of YY1 and BCL2L15 in CRC patients were associated with
larger relapse-free survival. Given their observed anti-cancer role, we propose YY1 and BCL2L15 as
candidate diagnostic and prognostic CRC biomarkers.

Keywords: Yin Yang 1; BCL2L15/Bfk; colorectal cancer; tumor-suppressor; biomarkers

1. Introduction

Colorectal Cancer (CRC) represents about 10% of the overall diagnosed tumors [1].
Although within the last ten years the survival rate has increased thanks to an augmented
adhesion to screening and preventive measures, the mortality still remains significant [2].
Given the high intrinsic genomic instability, CRC shows an elevated inter-patient and
intra-tumor heterogeneity, both associated with poorer outcomes [3]. In order to intercon-
nect several existing gene expression-based CRC classifications, in 2015, an international
consortium was formed and, upon extended analysis, such classifications were merged
to categorize CRC into four distinguished consensus molecular subtypes (CMS): CMS1
(microsatellite instability, immune), CMS2 (canonical), CMS3 (metabolic), CMS4 (mes-
enchymal) [4]. Currently, CMS grouping is the most robust system to correlate distinct
molecular features with clinical stratification. Nevertheless, a constant refinement of the
CMS classification through the discovery of novel molecular features may lead to an in-
crease in their predictive impact [5]. These molecular features largely influence tumor
aggressiveness, metastasis formation, development of drug resistance, as well as relapses
over the years [6]. To ameliorate outcomes, it is important to characterize the molecular
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mechanisms orchestrating CRC pathogenesis, which, in turn, will allow the improvement
of diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic strategies in this era of personalized medicine [7].

Yin Yang 1 (YY1) is a conserved C2H2-type Zinc finger transcription factor regulating
the expression of about 7% of the human genes, thus affecting a number of cellular functions,
including survival [8,9]. YY1 can modulate the transcription of target genes directly by
binding their regulatory regions [9]. Alternatively, the transcriptional activity of YY1 might
rely on indirect interactions, either with transcriptional co-activators/co-repressors or with
chromatin modulating enzymes [10]. In oncology, YY1 plays a controversial role [10].
Regarding CRC, the majority of reports indicate that YY1 might promote tumorigenesis.
Additionally, YY1 could be anti-tumorigenic, either alone or in association with other co-
factors [11–21]. For instance, YY1 in association with INO80 could bind the promoter of the
BCCIP tumor suppressor gene and promote its expression in CRC cells [20–22]. Moreover,
a specific transactivating domain of YY1 was found able to induce P21 pro-apoptotic gene
expression in CRC cellular models [13].

The aims of this study were: (1) To define how YY1 may influence CRC cellular
response to anti-cancer treatment and to further identify potential transcriptional targets
of YY1 and (2) To evaluate in CRC patients the diagnostic and prognostic potential of the
YY1 gene and/or identified transcriptional target(s). In vitro studies suggested a tumor-
suppressive role for both YY1 and the hereby identified pro-apoptotic factor BCL2L15/Bfk,
in two out of four CRC cell lines with different mutational genotypes. These findings were
further validated by bioinformatics analyses of CRC patients’ datasets which suggested
that both YY1 and BCL2L15 might represent new diagnostic biomarkers of prognostic
significance.

2. Results
2.1. YY1 Is Heterogeneously Expressed in CRC Cancer Cells and Its Silencing Does Not Affect
Cellular Growth and Viability

Four human CRC cell lines, HT-29, SW620, HCT-116 and Caco-2, each with a different
mutational background, were selected for the study in an effort to delineate the correlation
between the genetic background and the expression of YY1 (Supplementary Table S1). To
measure YY1 expression at the transcriptional level, a q-RT-PCR method was performed
and, as shown in Figure 1A, the relative expression level of YY1 was comparable in all cells.
Whereas, the densitometry analysis in Figure 1B showed that YY1 protein expression is
heterogeneous and the HT-29 cells expressed the lowest level of YY1.

To test the function played by YY1 in the selected CRC cell lines, three sh-RNA-stably
transduced clones were selected: KD-01 and KD-02, expressing shRNA targeting YY1, and
CTRL, carrying a non-targeting shRNA (Figure 1C). To measure the efficiency of silencing,
YY1 protein expression was analyzed in CTRL, KD-01 and KD-02 clones. As shown by the
immunoblot and relative densitometry analyses reported in Figure 1D, for each of the CRC
cell lines, KD-01 and KD-02 cells showed significantly reduced/absent YY1 expression,
compared to their unsilenced CTRL, although with a different silencing efficiency, which is
cell line-dependent, being the Caco-2 cells the less efficiently silenced.

To evaluate whether YY1 silencing affects CRC cellular growth, MTT growth experi-
ments were performed. The growth curves in Figure 1E overlapped for CTRL, KD-01 and
KD-02 for all four cell lines tested. Likewise, the calculated doubling times showed no
significant differences between the YY1-KD and CTRL cells (Figure 1F). In summary, the
results in Figure 1 demonstrated that YY1 silencing did not affect the cellular growth of the
HCT-116, Caco-2, HT-29 and SW620 CRC cell lines.
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Figure 1. YY1 silencing does not affect CRC cellular growth and viability. (A) q-RT-PCR analysis of 
YY1 expression in the four CRC cell lines (GAPDH used as housekeeping); data expressed as 2−ddCt 
and compared with SW620 normalized expression. (B) Immunoblot of YY1 (60 KDa) and β-Actin 
(42 KDa) proteins expression in the four CRC cell lines, densitometry analysis of YY1 expression 
(normalized to β-Actin). (C) shRNA targeting sequences against luciferase (CTRL) and YY1 (KD-01 
and KD-02) transcripts. (D) Immunoblot of YY1 and GAPDH (37 KDa) proteins expression in HCT-
116, Caco-2, HT-29 and SW620 clones (CTRL, KD-02, KD-01), densitometry analysis of YY1 expres-
sion (as percentage compared to CTRL). (E) MTT-based growth curve of the CTRL, KD-01 and KD-
02 HCT-116, Caco-2, HT-29 and SW620 CRC cells (left y-axis: OD at 610 nm over days in culture; 
right y-axis: fold increase in the OD over the baseline). (F) Doubling time of the CTRL, KD-01 and 
KD-02 HCT-116, Caco-2, HT-29 and SW620 CRC cells. Values are presented as Mean  ±  SD. * p < 
0.05; ** p  <  0.01; **** p  <  0.0001; no asterisk = not significant. 
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CRC cell lines were treated with the antimetabolite 5-FU. In particular, concentration-re-
sponse experiments were set up for the CTRL, KD-01 and KD-02 cells, generated from 
HCT-116, Caco-2, HT-29 and SW620 CRC lines, using the MTT assay as viability metabolic 
readout. As a result, the HCT-116 and Caco-2 cell lines did not show any difference be-
tween the KD and CTRL (Figure 2A,B). Additionally, Caco-2 was highly resistant to 5-FU-
induced cytotoxicity (maximal viability reduction about 50%, Figure 2B). In contrast, the 

Figure 1. YY1 silencing does not affect CRC cellular growth and viability. (A) q-RT-PCR analysis of
YY1 expression in the four CRC cell lines (GAPDH used as housekeeping); data expressed as 2−ddCt

and compared with SW620 normalized expression. (B) Immunoblot of YY1 (60 KDa) and β-Actin
(42 KDa) proteins expression in the four CRC cell lines, densitometry analysis of YY1 expression
(normalized to β-Actin). (C) shRNA targeting sequences against luciferase (CTRL) and YY1 (KD-
01 and KD-02) transcripts. (D) Immunoblot of YY1 and GAPDH (37 KDa) proteins expression in
HCT-116, Caco-2, HT-29 and SW620 clones (CTRL, KD-02, KD-01), densitometry analysis of YY1
expression (as percentage compared to CTRL). (E) MTT-based growth curve of the CTRL, KD-01 and
KD-02 HCT-116, Caco-2, HT-29 and SW620 CRC cells (left y-axis: OD at 610 nm over days in culture;
right y-axis: fold increase in the OD over the baseline). (F) Doubling time of the CTRL, KD-01 and
KD-02 HCT-116, Caco-2, HT-29 and SW620 CRC cells. Values are presented as Mean ± SD. * p < 0.05;
** p < 0.01; **** p < 0.0001; no asterisk = not significant.

2.2. YY1 Silencing Protects HT-29 and SW620 CRC Cells against 5-FU-Induced Cytotoxicity

To assess whether YY1 silencing might affect the response to a cytotoxic insult, the CRC
cell lines were treated with the antimetabolite 5-FU. In particular, concentration-response
experiments were set up for the CTRL, KD-01 and KD-02 cells, generated from HCT-116,
Caco-2, HT-29 and SW620 CRC lines, using the MTT assay as viability metabolic readout.
As a result, the HCT-116 and Caco-2 cell lines did not show any difference between the
KD and CTRL (Figure 2A,B). Additionally, Caco-2 was highly resistant to 5-FU-induced
cytotoxicity (maximal viability reduction about 50%, Figure 2B). In contrast, the HT-29
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and SW620 cell lines, when silenced for YY1, were significantly less sensitive to 5-FU
compared with their unsilenced controls. Accordingly, for both HT-29 and SW620, YY1
KD-01 and KD-02 clones showed a significant 10-times higher IC50 than their CTRL cells
(Figure 2C,D).
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Figure 2. YY1 silencing increases viability and reduces apoptosis in HT-29 and SW620 CRC cells.
5-FU concentration-response curves of: (A) HCT-116 (CTRL, KD-01, KD-02). (B) Caco-2 (CTRL,
KD-01, KD-02). (C) HT-29 (CTRL, KD-01, KD-02). (D) SW620 (CTRL, KD-01, KD-02). (E) Trypan
blue count of HT-29 (CTRL, KD-01, KD-02) at 0 (DMSO only mock control), 7.8, 31.3, 125 µM, 5-FU.
(F) Immunoblot and densitometry of HT-29 (CTRL, KD-01) treated with 30 µM 5-FU, from 0 to 72 h.
Signal detected for YY1 (60 KDa), cleaved Caspase 3 (c-Casp-3; two bands at 17 and 19 KDa) and
β-Actin (normalization control, 42 KDa). (G) Trypan blue count of SW620 (CTRL, KD-01, KD-02) at 0
(DMSO only mock control), 7.8, 31.3, 125 µM, 5-FU. (H) Immunoblot and densitometry of SW620
(CTRL, KD-01) treated with 30µM 5-FU, from 0 to 72 h. Signal detected for YY1, c-Casp-3 and β-Actin.
Values are presented as Mean ± SD. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; **** p < 0.0001.

To further assess whether the detected increase in viability of YY1 silenced clones was
linked with a decrease in cell death, a concentration-response titration with trypan blue
dye exclusion assay was performed in HT-29 and SW620 responders. It was found that the
number of dead cells per well increased as a function of augmented 5-FU concentrations
for both HT-29 (Figure 2E) and SW620 (Figure 2G).

To further evaluate whether the reduced cell viability correlated with a reduction in
apoptosis, a kinetic time-course experiment was performed. HT-29 and SW620 cells were
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treated with 30 µM 5-FU, and protein samples were harvested at several time points (from
0 to 72 h) and analyzed by immunoblots. Cleaved caspase 3 (c-Casp-3) protein detection
was used as an apoptosis readout. The detected c-Casp-3 signal was greater in cells that
retain YY1 expression (CTRL) compared with the YY1-KD, as shown by the densitometry
values (Figure 2F,H). Overall, both HT-29 and SW620, when silenced for YY1, significantly
halved the apoptotic response upon 72 h of 5-FU treatment (Figure 2F,H).

In summary, the above findings demonstrated that YY1 regulated the sensitivity of
both HT-29 and SW620 to 5-FU cytotoxicity, as both the CRC cell lines, when silenced
for YY1, were significantly less sensitive to 5-FU compared to non-silenced CTRLs. The
differential response was observable only for HT-29 and SW620 cells, but not for HCT-116
and Caco-2 cells. This result suggested that YY1 might act as a tumor suppressor selectively
in the two responder CRC cell lines.

2.3. YY1 Silencing Is Associated with the Downregulation of the Tumor-Suppressor BCL2L15 (Bfk)
in HT-29 and SW620 CRC Cells

To identify possible transcriptional targets of YY1 in both HT-29 and SW620 cells,
a list of previously identified YY1-putative targets was analyzed through sq-RT-PCR
screening [23]. Figure 3 summarizes the results obtained for the four CRC cell lines
(HCT-116, Caco-2, HT-29 and SW620 CTRL cells), as well as for HT-29 and SW620 CTRL,
KD-01 and KD-02 clones. Strikingly, one of the genes analyzed, BCL2L15, was selectively
expressed only in HT-29 and SW620 CRC responder cell lines and not detectable in both
HCT-116 and Caco-2 non-responders, suggesting a difference among these two groups of
CRC cancer cells (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S1).
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Figure 3. sq-RT-PCR analysis of YY1 putative transcriptional targets within the apoptotic pathway.
Gel electrophoresis results. In CRC cells panel (HCT-116, Caco-2, HT-29 SW620); HT-29 (CTRL,
KD-01, KD-02); SW620 (CTRL, KD-01, KD-02). YY1 (blue) is expressed in all four cell lines. BCL2L15
(green) is selectively expressed in HT-29 and SW620 cells and not detected in HCT-116 and Caco-2
cells. Upon YY1 knock-down (blue boxes), BCL2L15 is downregulated in both HT-29 and SW620
CRC cells (both KD-01 and KD-02, green boxes).
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If YY1 is regulating one or more putative target genes, their level of expression might
be modulated in both HT-29 and SW620 CRC cells upon YY1 silencing. The RT-PCR results
showed that HT-29 and SW620 cells express differential basal levels of several transcripts
(Figure 3, Supplementary Figures S2 and S3). Additionally, although some genes were
found differentially modulated either in HT-29 or SW620 CRC cell lines upon YY1-KD, only
one gene, the pro-apoptotic BCL2L15—selectively expressed by HT-29 and SW620—was
strongly and significantly downregulated in both YY1-KD clones of both responder CRC
cells (Figure 3, Supplementary Figures S2 and S3). This analysis demonstrated the existence
of a positive correlation between YY1 silencing and BCL2L15 downregulation, as a common
feature of both HT-29 and SW620 responders.

To further validate the screening results, q-RT-PCR and immunoblot analyses were
performed. The results confirmed that BCL2L15 mRNA (Figure 4A) and the corresponding
Bfk protein (Figure 4B,C) were undetectable in both HCT-116 and Caco-2 non-responder
CRC cells, while they were significantly detected in both HT-29 and SW620. Moreover, upon
YY1 silencing, both HT-29 and SW620 CRC showed a strong and significant downregulation
of BCL2L15/Bfk, in both YY1-KD clones compared to their unsilenced CTRL (Figure 4D–I).
As demonstrated by the immunoblot reported in Figure 4J, consistently with the decreased
apoptotic response, in the YY1-KD HT-29 and SW620 cells it was observed a significantly
stronger downregulation of Bfk protein following 72 h 5-FU treatment, within KD-01 and
KD-02 cells compared with CTRL. Overall, the results reported in Figure 4 demonstrated
that the pro-apoptotic factor BCL2L15/Bfk was selectively expressed in HT-29 and SW620,
where, when YY1 was KD, it was strongly downregulated and also faster reduced upon
5-FU-induced apoptosis.

2.4. YY1 and BCL2L15 Are Positive Diagnostic and Prognostic Markers in CRC Patients

To explore the nature of the association between YY1 and BCL2L15, ENCODE-deposited
ChIP-Seq experiments were analyzed through the use of the SPP online resource. The
analysis revealed that the promoter and enhancer regions of BCL2L15 (from −10 kb to
+10 kb around the TSS) were selectively bound by about forty different transcription factors,
eighteen of which were identified in gastrointestinal epithelial cancer cells (Supplementary
Figures S4 and S5 and Supplementary Table S2). Although two different transcription
regulators belonging to the C2H2 Zinc finger family strongly bound the transcriptional
regulatory region of BCL2L15 (i.e., SP1 and KLF5), YY1 did not directly bind the BCL2L15
promoter/enhancer, thus suggesting an indirect modulation.

Twelve independent whole human genome expression array datasets, generated with
human CRC samples, were selected from the NCBI GEO Records (Supplementary Table S3).
Supplementary Figure S6 and Supplementary Table S3 show the absence of any significant
correlation between YY1 and BCL2L15 expression. In line with ChIP-Seq, the datasets
correlation analyses also indicated that the association between YY1 and BCL2L15 might
be indirect.

To assess the potential diagnostic and prognostic value of YY1 and BCL2L15 tumor-
suppressor genes, relevant CRC datasets were analyzed for features linked with CRC
aggressiveness. In particular, the expression of both YY1 and BCL2L15 was analyzed
in the GSE28702 dataset (Yagi, 83 CRC samples), consisting of 56 primary tumors and
27 metastatic lesions (23 from liver, 1 from lung and 3 from peritoneum), obtained from
patients before any chemotherapy or radiotherapy. Importantly, the expression of both
YY1 and BCL2L15 was significantly lower in metastases compared with primary tumors
(respectively p = 0.0422 and p = 0.0077; Figure 5A,D). As reported in Figure 5B,E, the con-
tingency analysis through Fisher’s exact test evidenced an extremely significant difference
in both YY1 and BCL2L15 expression, with a 78% of YY1-low expressing samples and
a 70% BCL2L15-low expressing samples within the metastasis subgroup. Consistently,
the ROC curves in Figure 5C and 5F showed an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.68 for
YY1 (p = 0.0047) and 0.72 for BCL2L15 (p = 0.0005). These high and significant AUC per-
formances suggested that both YY1 and BCL2L15 expression levels can be considered
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as diagnostic discriminators between primary—less aggressive, and metastasis—more
aggressive, subgroups in CRC-affected subjects.
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lated upon YY1 silencing. (A) q-RT-PCR analysis of BCL2L15 expression in the four CRC cell lines
(GAPDH used as housekeeping); data are expressed as 2−ddCt and compared with SW620 normalized
expression. (B) Immunoblot of Bfk (17 KDa) and β-Actin (42 KDa) proteins expression in the four
CRC cell lines. (C) Densitometry analysis of Bfk expression (normalized to β-Actin). (D) q-RT-PCR
analysis of YY1 expression in HT-29 (CTRL, KD-01, KD-02), GAPDH used as housekeeping, data
are expressed as 2−ddCt compared to CTRL. (E) q-RT-PCR analysis of BCL2L15 expression in HT-29
(CTRL, KD-01, KD-02), GAPDH used as housekeeping, data are expressed as 2−ddCt compared to
CTRL. (F) Immunoblot and densitometry of HT-29 (CTRL, KD-01, KD-02). Signal detected for YY1,
Bfk and β-Actin. (G) q-RT-PCR analysis of YY1 expression in SW620 (CTRL, KD-01, KD-02), GAPDH
used as housekeeping, data are expressed as 2−ddCt compared to CTRL. (H) q-RT-PCR analysis
of BCL2L15 expression in SW620 (CTRL, KD-01, KD-02), GAPDH used as housekeeping, data are
expressed as 2−ddCt compared to CTRL. (I) Immunoblot and densitometry of SW620 (CTRL, KD-01,
KD-02). Signal detected for YY1, Bfk and β-Actin. (J) Immunoblot and densitometry of HT-29 and
SW620 (CTRL, KD-01, KD-02) treated with 30µM 5-FU, from 0 to 72 h. Signal detected for YY1, Bfk,
c-Casp-3 and β-Actin. Values are presented as Mean ± SD. ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; **** p < 0.0001.
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Figure 5. Diagnostic and prognostic value of YY1 and BCL2L15 in CRC patients’ cohorts.
(A) GSE28702, dot plots with median of YY1 2log expression in CRC samples primary and metastasis.
(B) GSE28702, Fisher’s exact test, data represented as YY1 low vs. high percentage expression in CRC
samples, primary vs. metastasis. (C) GSE28702, receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis
of YY1 expression in CRC samples primary vs. metastasis. (D) GSE28702, dot plots with median
of BCL2L15 2log expression in CRC samples primary and metastasis. (E) GSE28702, Fisher’s exact
test, data represented as BCL2L15 low vs. high percentage expression in CRC samples primary vs.
metastasis. (F) GSE28702, ROC analysis of BCL2L15 expression in CRC samples primary vs. metasta-
sis. (G) GSE14333, Kaplan–Meier analysis of relapse-free survival correlated with YY1 expression
(high:low = 30%:70%). (H) GSE14333, Kaplan–Meier analysis of relapse-free survival correlated with
BCL2L15 expression (high:low = 30%:70%). * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.

To additionally validate the potential prognostic role of both YY1 and BCL2L15, the
GSE14333 dataset (Sieber, 290 surgically resected primary CRCs) was analyzed through
the R2 function “Kaplan–Meier by gene expression”. As evidenced by the results reported
in Figure 5G,H, when the expression of both YY1 and BCL2L15 was split into low- vs.
high-expressing subgroups (70% vs. 30%), the relapse-free survival probability curves
showed a significantly lower chance of survival within the low-expressing groups for both
genes (Chi-squared 4.12 and 8.57 and p-value 0.0420 and 0.0034, respectively for YY1 and
BCL2L15). These results suggested that both YY1 and BCL2L15 might represent positive
prognostic factors, in line with their proposed role as tumor-suppressors. In summary, the
dataset analyses reported in Figure 5 demonstrated that YY1, as well as BCL2L15 expression
levels, may be useful biomarkers for diagnosis and prognosis in CRC patients.

2.5. YY1 and BCL2L15 Expression Is Correlated with Selected CRC Molecular Subtypes and
Specific Single-Cell Hierarchical Clustering

Given the intrinsic genetic heterogeneity of CRCs, the relative expression of both
YY1 and BCL2L15 was analyzed within the GSE35896 dataset (Wessels, 62 primary CRC
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samples), with samples stratified based on their molecular types associated with a gene
expression signature of epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT; Figure 6C). In particular,
Type 1 (T1) is associated with a mesenchymal signature and a poorer prognosis, while
Type 2 (T2) is linked with an epithelial signature and a better prognosis. T2 can be
further divided into Subtypes 2.1 and 2.2 (ST2.1 and ST2.2). While the ST2.1 is associated
with the overactivation of pathways involved in pro-inflammatory and stress-related
responses, the ST2.2 is linked with the overexpression of pathways regulating the cell cycle
(Figure 6C) [24]. Importantly, as reported in Figure 6A,B, the expression of both YY1 and
BCL2L15 was significantly higher in the ST2.1, which represents the epithelial-like, pro-
inflammatory molecular subgroup with a better prognosis. These results suggested positive
diagnostic and prognostic roles for both YY1 and BCL2L15, in line with the above-reported
findings.
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Figure 6. Correlation of YY1 and BCL2L15 expression with CRC molecular subtypes and mutational
status. (A) GSE35896, dot plots with median of YY1 2log expression in CRC samples (T1, ST2.1, ST2.2).
(B) GSE35896, dot plots with median of BCL2L15 2log expression in CRC samples (T1, ST2.1, ST2.2).
(C) GSE35896, cake plot of CRC samples types and subtypes (percentage of the total). GSE35896,
dot plots with median of BCL2L15 2log expression in CRC samples of: (D) APC (WT vs. MUT).
(E) BRAF (WT vs. MUT). (F) KRAS (WT vs. MUT). (G) PIK3CA (WT vs. MUT). (H) PTEN (WT vs.
MUT). (I) TP53 (WT vs. MUT). (J) GSE35896, Fisher’s exact test, data represented as BCL2L15 low
vs. high percentage expression in CRC samples, KRAS WT vs. KRAS MUT. (K) ROC analysis of
BCL2L15 expression in CRC samples KRAS WT vs. KRAS MUT. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; **** p < 0.0001;
n.s. = not significant.
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The same GSE35896 dataset allowed the stratification of CRC patients based on
their specific mutational background within key tumor-driver genes. Interestingly YY1
expression was not statistically different in any of the stratifications, suggesting that
YY1 expression was not associated with the specific mutational status for none of the
genes analyzed (Supplementary Figure S7). On the contrary, as shown in Figure 6D–I, the
expression of BCL2L15 varied significantly, being higher in KRAS and PIKC3A mutant
(MUT) compared to wild-type (WT) specimens (respectively p = 0.0175 and p = 0.0206), and
significantly lower in BRAF MUT compared with WT (p = 0.0137). Among the mutations
analyzed, KRAS was the only one associated with a diagnostic predictive power for
BCL2L15, as the chi-squared test was highly significant (p = 0.0043), with 79% of BCL2L15-
high expressing subjects in the MUT subgroup (Figure 6J). Accordingly, the AUC calculated
within the ROC curve showed a value of 0.675 (p = 0.0181; Figure 6K). In summary, both
YY1 and BCL2L15 expressions were significantly higher in the ST2.1 subgroup (epithelial,
pro-inflammatory, low-aggressive, better prognosis), while only BCL2L15 expression was
selectively modulated when patients were stratified based on their specific mutational
background.

To further assess the specific expression pattern of YY1 and BCL2L15 at the single-cell
level, two datasets composed of a total of 60,382 CRC single-cell transcriptomes, deriving
from 29 patients (GSE132465 and GSE144735), were analyzed through the use of two
publicly available analysis tools. The CRC cells were stratified based on their different
hierarchical clusters, sampling site and colorectal distribution, as shown by the t-distributed
stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) plots in Figure 7A–C. The expression pattern of
YY1 and BCL2L15 were heterogeneous within the different sampling sites and intestinal
regions (Figure 7D,E). Both YY1 and BCL2L15 expression levels were selectively enriched
in 7 out of the 31 hierarchical clusters, with overlapping areas in the relative tSNE plots
(dotted line areas). In particular, clusters 9, 11, 15, 27, 28 and 29 (composed of tumor cells
deriving from tumor core and border), plus clusters 5 and 20 (additionally enriched in
normal adjacent cells) showed high YY1 and BC2L15 co-expression (Figure 7A–E).

By selectively looking into the epithelial tumor cellular component and stratifying
the hierarchical clusters based on the CMS [4], it was possible to observe a heterogeneous
expression of both YY1 and BCL2L15 (Figure 7F–I). On the other hand, in normal adjacent
epithelial cells, the distribution of YY1 and BCL2L15 was preferentially enriched in the stem-
like subgroup (clusters 0 and 4), overall representing 38% of the whole normal epithelial
cells (Figure 7J–M). Strikingly, the tSNE plots of YY1 and BCL2L15 expressions in other
main non-tumoral cellular components (stromal cells, myeloid, T and B cells) showed a
selectively higher and heterogenous expression of YY1. Contrariwise, BCL2L15 was very
low-represented (Supplementary Figure S8).

Overall, the single-CRC cell transcriptome sequencing analyses demonstrated that YY1
and BCL2L15 co-expression was enriched in selected clones of whole-CRC cellular clusters.
Interestingly, YY1 and BCL2L15 were greatly expressed within the tumoral epithelial cells
and the stem-like adjacent normal epithelial cells. The other kinds of non-tumoral cells,
including stromal cells, myeloid, T and B cells, expressed heterogenous and detectable
levels of YY1, whereas BCL2L15 was found to be underrepresented.
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Figure 7. Correlation of YY1 and BCL2L15 expression with single-CRC-cells features in GSE132465
and GSE144735 datasets. (A) t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) plot of 60,382
CRC total cells (clusters). (B) t-SNE plot of CRC total cells (sampling site). (C) t-SNE plot of CRC
total cells (intestinal region). (D) t-SNE plot of CRC total cells YY1 expression). (E) t-SNE plot of
CRC total cells (BCL2L15 expression). Expression level as counts per million reads mapped (CPM).
(F) t-SNE plot of 17,469 tumor epithelial cells (clusters). (G) t-SNE plot of tumor epithelial cells
(CMS signatures). (H) t-SNE plot of tumor epithelial cells (YY1 expression). (I) t-SNE plot of tumor
epithelial cells (BCL2L15 expression). (J) t-SNE plot of 1070 normal epithelial cells (clusters). (K)
t-SNE plot of normal epithelial cells (cell types). (L) t-SNE plot of normal epithelial cells (YY1
expression). (M) t-SNE plot of normal epithelial cells (BCL2L15 expression). Dotted lines highlight
areas of YY1 and BCL2L15 high expression.

3. Discussion

CRC is characterized by relevant genomic instability and concurrent tumor hetero-
geneity. In order to study the role of YY1 in CRC, a panel of four genetically different CRC
cell lines was selected (Supplementary Table S1). In this study, it was found that two out of
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the four cell lines tested, the HT-29 and SW620, when silenced for YY1, were less sensitive to
5-FU-induced cytotoxicity and therefore protected against 5-FU-mediated cell death. Even
if isolated from different patients, the responder HT-29 and SW620 cells are both Dukes’ C
adenocarcinomas. Additionally, both cells have a pro-tumorigenic “gain-of-function” TP53
mutation (R273H) and a non-sense APC mutation, while CTNNB1 is WT (Supplementary
Table S1) [25–28]. Regarding YY1 expression, one study recently reported that YY1 has
one copy loss in HT-29, but not in HCT-116, Caco-2 or SW620 CRC cells [26]. This result is
in line with the immunoblot findings, where the overall detected YY1 protein level was
significantly lower in HT-29 (Figure 1B).

YY1 is a multifaceted factor in oncology and its function mostly depends on the
molecular environment and specific tumor type [29]. Indeed, the involvement of YY1 in
cancer development and progression depends on different genetic and epigenetic factors
able to modulate its expression [30–32]. Additionally, YY1 might interact directly with
the target gene-regulatory regions, but also bind a wide range of co-factors, histones
modifying enzymes and PcG proteins [9,33]. In CRC, YY1 is prevalently considered pro-
tumorigenic, although the data, especially from patients, are few and several incongruences
have been reported [10]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report which clearly
demonstrated a tumor-suppressive role for YY1 in CRC, and, in particular, its positive role
in chemosensitivity (as YY1 higher levels were associated with greater CRC cellular death
in responder cell lines).

The viability results in CRC cells corroborated the involvement of the apoptotic
pathway, as YY1 modulation affects the apoptotic response of both HT-29 and SW620 cells
(Figure 2). Hence, the RT-PCR screening allowed the identification of CRC cell-type-specific
footprints, in terms of apoptotic genes basal expression, as well as their modulation upon
YY1-KD. Although YY1 KD affected several and different apoptosis regulator genes in HT-
29 and SW620 responder cells, one gene was consistently downregulated in both YY1-KD
clones of both HT-29 and SW620: BCL2L15. This result was robustly confirmed both at
transcript and protein levels (Figure 4).

BCL2L15 belongs to the Bcl-2 family of apoptotic gene regulators and encodes for Bfk,
preferentially expressed by normal gastrointestinal epithelial cells and previously found
downregulated in colon tissues from CRC patients [34]. It was demonstrated that colon
cells overexpressing BCL2L15/Bfk undergo apoptosis, although it is controversial whether
Bfk is activated following effector caspases cleavage or not [35,36]. The fact that this pro-
apoptotic factor was downregulated in association with YY1 silencing, is consistent with the
functional results hereby presented in terms of apoptotic response, which was lower in YY1-
KD responder CRC cells. Interestingly, BCL2L15/Bfk was selectively detected in HT-29 and
SW620, but not in HCT-116 and Caco-2 cells, in line with previously reported findings [34].
Consistently, amongst the cell lines tested, only HT-29 and SW620 differentially responded
to 5-FU in terms of apoptotic response upon YY1 silencing (Figure 4J).

The analysis of ChIP-seq deposited data failed to support any direct binding of
YY1 within the BCL2L15 transcriptional regulatory region. Moreover, YY1 and BCL2L15
gene expression analyses in twelve different CRC datasets revealed the absence of any
significant correlation. Overall, the results suggested that YY1 might indirectly regulate
the expression of BCL2L15. Future studies will be needed to characterize the nature of the
indirect interaction hereby postulated. Indeed, a recent study showed that BCL2L15 may
be a transcriptional target of the PROX1 homeobox transcription factor, and that PROX1-
mediated repression of BCL2L15 is important for the survival of CRC cells subjected to
metabolic stress [37]. Additionally, PROX1 is upregulated in mice embryos KO for YY1,
thus suggesting that YY1 may negatively regulate PROX1 expression [38]. Alternatively,
YY1 could recruit enzymes able in turn to modify the chromatin (es., EZH2, HDAC) and,
hence, orchestrate changes in the epigenetic status of the BCL2L15 gene, as it was observed
in other cancer and non-cancer models [11,39,40]. YY1 might also bind chromatin sites far
from the regulatory region of BCL2L15 and, at a far distance, modulate the BCL2L15 locus
rearrangement [41,42].
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The tumor-suppressive role found for both YY1 and BCL2L15/Bfk in CRC cells was
further validated in patients, by analyzing relevant CRC datasets. The analysis of YY1 and
BCL2L15 expression following CRC samples stratification based on cancer aggressiveness
(i.e., metastasis vs. primary, mesenchymal vs. epithelial) was demonstrated to be a signifi-
cant discriminator. Importantly, in GSE28702 the expression of both YY1 and BCL2L15 was
significantly lower in metastatic than primary CRC samples (Figure 5). Additionally, in
GSE35896 the expression levels of both YY1 and BCL2L15 were significantly upregulated
in the less aggressive and pro-inflammatory epithelial-like subtype ST2.1 (Figure 6) [24].
Moreover, within the same dataset, upon sample stratification based on mutational back-
ground, BCL2L15 (but not YY1) was significantly upregulated in samples carrying PIK3CA
or KRAS mutation and downregulated in samples carrying BRAF mutation. Interestingly,
the expression levels of BCL2L15 showed a diagnostic relevance within CRC patients
specifically carrying the KRAS mutation.

To further explore the specific expression pattern of both YY1 and BCL2L15, two
single-cell-sequencing CRC datasets were analyzed (GSE132465, GSE144735). Intriguingly,
YY1 and BCL2L15 genes were found highly and selectively co-expressed, in 7 out of 31
whole CRC cell clusters. Additionally, the expression of such genes in a selected population
of cells was explored. The expression of both YY1 and BCL2L15 was higher and diffused
in CRC epithelial tumor cells, as well as in a specific subset of normal (non-tumoral)
adjacent epithelial cells with stem-like features (Figure 7). This latter result is in line with
the observed role played by YY1 and Bfk in gut development, specifically in the stem
cell niche [37,43,44]. In vivo studies demonstrated that when YY1 is knocked out in the
gut, mice develop defective villi, where the crypts-resident stem cells gradually lose their
renewal capacity [43,44]. Importantly, within the other non-tumor cells (stromal, myeloid, B
and T cells) only YY1 was expressed, while BCL2L15 was sparsely detected (Supplementary
Figure S8). This latter observation highlights a potential additional role for YY1 in normal
non-transformed peritumoral cells, especially within the immune system, as suggested in
other contexts [45,46].

Finally, the analysis of survival data (GSE14333) corroborated that CRC patients that
strongly express both YY1 and BCL2L15 have a significantly higher chance of relapse-free
survival (Figure 5). In conclusion, our study uncovered the tumor-suppressive role of
YY1 and BCL2L15, and their potential value as biomarkers useful in both diagnosis and
prognosis of CRC patients. In the future, a validation of these novel findings in larger
cohorts of patients is needed to gain further robustness.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Cell Lines and Culture

HCT-116, Caco-2, HT-29 and SW620 human CRC cell lines (Supplementary Table S1)
were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA) [25–27].
HCT-116, HT-29 and SW620 cells were grown in RPMI 1640, while Caco-2 in MEM. 293-
LinX-A packaging cell line (kindly provided by Dr. Roberta Maestro, Aviano, Italy) was
cultured in DMEM. All culture media (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were sup-
plemented with 2 mmol/L L-glutamine, 100 IU penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin and
10% heat-inactivated Fetal Bovine Serum (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Cells were
maintained in a humidified, 37 ◦C and 5% CO2 incubator and used within 15 passages
after thawing. Mycoplasma absence was assessed by PCR Assay.

4.2. Generation of CRC Cells Constitutively Silenced for YY1

To generate cells CRC cells constitutively silenced for YY1, specific retroviral plasmid
vectors were employed. pSMP-YY1_1 and pSMP-YY1_2 and pSMP-Luc (non-silencing
control), were generated by George Daley and deposited in Addgene plasmid bank (respec-
tively addgene-36357, addgene-36358; addgene-36394, Addgene, Watertown, MA, USA;
Figure 1C) [47]. Generation of retroviral particles, transduction and clonal selection of
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target CRC cells (with Puromycin 1 µg/mL final, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were
performed according to the published protocol [48–50].

4.3. Cell Viability Assays

The 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT, Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) assay was used to assess cellular viability. For anti-cancer
treatments, cells were treated with 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA), with concentrations ranging from 5.0 × 10−4 to 7.6 × 10−9 M for 72 h. The cells were
assessed for their viability by adding 0.5 µg/mL MTT per well. Insoluble formazan crystals
were dissolved by adding an acid-isopropanol stop solution (0.04 N HCl). Absorbance
was measured at 610 nm, using the Tecan-Sunrise microplate reader (Tecan, Männedorf,
Switzerland). For trypan blue count, cellular samples were mixed 1:1 with 0.4% Trypan
Blue (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Cells permeable to Trypan Blue were
counted as dead. Counts were performed in triplicate by using a Bürker chamber and the
Eclipse Ts2 inverted microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY, USA).

4.4. Total RNA Extraction, cDNA Synthesis and Semiquantitative and Quantitative
RT-PCR Analyses

For total RNA extraction, up to 3 × 106 cells were harvested and total RNA was
isolated using GeneJET RNA Purification Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA). For cDNA synthesis, 3 µg of the total RNA was reverse-transcribed with Super-Script
IV Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

The template cDNA was amplified using the primer pairs designed using the Primer-
Blast priming designing tool from NCBI (Supplementary Table S4) [51]. The expression lev-
els of target genes were normalized to the averaged expression levels of the human GAPDH
housekeeping gene. DreamTaq Green PCR Master Mix was used for semi-quantitative
RT-PCR (sq-RT-PCR), while Luminaris Color HiGreen qPCR Master Mix, high ROX for
quantitative RT-qPCR (q-RT-PCR; both Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).
7300 Real-Time PCR System was employed to detect cDNA amplification (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

4.5. Protein Lysates Preparation, Quantification and Immunoblot Analyses

For protein extraction, up to 5 × 106 cells were harvested. The collected cells were
lysed using nonidet-P40 buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) supple-
mented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN,
USA). Protein concentration was determined with Bradford assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Hercules, CA, USA). Protein samples were separated using Mini-PROTEAN precast gels
and gel–electrophoresis system; protein gels were transferred using TransBlot Turbo trans-
fer system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). Nitrocellulose membranes were
blocked with 5% of non-fat dry milk diluted in TBS-T buffer (0.1% Tween 20, 20 mM Tris–
HCl pH 7.6, 137 mM NaCl). Immunoblotting analysis was performed using the antibodies
and dilutions reported in Supplementary Table S5. Enhanced chemiluminescence signals
were acquired with the ChemiDoc Touch Imaging System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Her-
cules, CA, USA). The anti-YY1 antibody was tested for its mono-specificity. FLAG-tagged
human-recombinant YY2 (hr-YY2, RC223433, OriGene Technologies, Rockville, MD, USA)
was used as the internal control. The immunoblot results demonstrated that YY1 protein,
and not hrYY2, was specifically recognized by the anti-YY1 antibody (Supplementary
Figure S9).

4.6. Bioinformatic Analyses

The following bioinformatic portals with data repositories were used: ENCODE, Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO) and European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) [52–54].
The Transcription Factor ChIP-seq experiments deposited in ENCODE were analyzed
using the publicly available Signaling Pathways Project (SPP) online resource at the query
interface Ominer [55].
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The CRC GEO DataSets of gene expression analyzed in this study are reported in
Supplementary Table S3 (Affymetrix HGU133 P2.0 expression arrays; Log2 gene expression
values calculated using MAS5.0 algorithm). To establish the expression levels of YY1
and BCL2L15, the datasets obtained from GEO DataSets were analyzed by using the R2
Genomics Analysis and Visualization Platform [56].

YY1 and BCL2L15 gene expression and clusters distribution in the single CRC cell
RNA-Seq data generated by Lee et al. [57] and deposited in the publicly available GSE132465
and GSE144735 datasets (Illumina), were analyzed by using the following two interface
platforms: Cambridge Portal of the Human Cell Atlas (EMBL-EBI) and user-friendly
InteRface tool to Explore Cell Atlas (URECA, Korean Bioinformation Centre) [58,59].

4.7. Statistical Analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism version 7.0 for Windows
(GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). Results were presented as average ± standard
deviation (SD) or as a median. Single parameter comparisons between two groups were
conducted using two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test (parametric data) or Mann–Whitney’s
U-test (non-parametric data). Single parameter comparisons between three or more groups
were performed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s or Dunnett’s
multiple comparison test (parametric data) or Kruskal–Wallis H-test (non-parametric data).
Multiple parameter comparisons between two groups were performed using two-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. The normalized expression value distribu-
tion of both YY1 and BCL2L15 in CRC GEO DataSets was evaluated with a D’Agostino and
Pearson normality test. The contingency analyses of the relevant datasets were performed
by using the chi-squared test or Fisher’s exact test. The ROC curve analyses and AUC
calculations were used to predict both YY1 and BCL2L15 diagnostic relevance. Differences
were considered significant with p-values < 0.05; being: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001;
**** p < 0.0001.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/ijms22168481/s1.
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